
That type of girl - 1/3
Interprété par Mis-Teeq.

Thought it was good
 I thought that we were tight
 Hearing sweet words every day and night
 Wanna give your all to me
 There's no where else you'd rather be
 Than with me
 
 How could you believe that you could tell me lies?
 All I had to do was look into your eyes
 You can deny but
 Honey you will find
 Before long (Before long)
 I'm gone (I'm gone)
 
 See I'm not that type of girl
 That you could mess about
 I don't have the type of heart
 So you can just breakdown
 And I'm not the type of fool
 To be cool with playing around
 So if you're gonna try
 Be that type of guy
 Then it's goodbye (it's goodbye)
 
 Good love, loyalty
 Fidelity, trust
 You keep telling me it's all about us
 Boy don't you think that I can't see 
 You're playing me
 Your love's not real
 Not real
 
 Think that you can creep
 When I'm out on tour
 Cos I'm on TV
 You think that I won't know
 When I'm making cash
 You're knocking on my door
 No more, No more, No more, No more
 
 See I'm not that type of girl
 That you could mess about
 I don't have the type of heart
 So you can just breakdown
 And I'm not the type of fool
 To be cool with playing around
 So if you're gonna try
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 Be that type of guy
 Then it's goodbye (it's goodbye)
 
 So you'd rather be with me
 Get up on the mic, the one they call the M I C
 How could you believe
 You could play me
 Break you down
 We're gonna get lively
 When a guy whispers sweet nothings in your ear
 The motives are different
 It seems to appear
 Tear you down
 Feel the atmosphere
 Move on up
 Move out of here
 Break you down
 We're gonna get lively
 Break you down
 We're gonna get lively
 
 See I'm not that type of girl
 That you could mess about
 I don't have the type of heart
 So you can just breakdown
 And I'm not the type of fool
 To be cool with playing around
 So if you're gonna try
 Be that type of guy
 Then it's goodbye (it's goodbye)
 
 See I'm not that type of girl
 That you could mess about
 I don't have the type of heart
 So you can just breakdown
 And I'm not the type of fool
 To be cool with playing around
 So if you're gonna try
 Be that type of guy
 Then it's goodbye (it's goodbye)
 
 Break you down
 We're gonna get lively
 Break you down
 We're gonna get lively
 
 See I'm not that type of girl
 That you could mess about
 I don't have the type of heart
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 So you can just breakdown
 And I'm not the type of fool
 To be cool with playing around
 So if you're gonna try
 Be that type of guy
 Then it's goodbye (it's goodbye)
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